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Esperanza Guzman

Esperanza Guzman has spent the better part of the decade gracing the kitchens of

recognizable restaurants in New Orleans and Chicago with her unique approach to

globally-inspired cuisines. Guzman joins The ‘Quin House as the Head Chef of Bondo,

our modern Japanese restaurant, working hand-in-hand with our Head of Culinary,

Jean-Paul (J.P.) Lourdes, to bring members and their guests a taste of the culinary art

kaiseki. 

An accomplished knife handler and expert butcher, Guzman presents intricate and

masterful experiences in Bondo where diners satiate in traditional multi-course

Japanese cuisine that is infused with a collection of skills and techniques in which

Guzman specializes. Bondo’s menu features Nikkei-style fare, a hybrid of Japanese

cooking with Peruvian influences, that is centralized on the kaiseki tradition of using

raw ingredients and seafood cooked over charcoal. Bondo also features a 1,100-deep

portfolio of New- and Old-World wines which complements Guzman and her team’s

world-class gastronomy in a thoughtful and balanced nature. Guzman has a deep

understanding and appreciation for sustainability practices and has used this to forge

relationships with local farmers, greenmarket purveyors and the Seafood Watch

program, a tradition she passionately continues at The ‘Quin House. Guzman challenges

her team to be forward-thinking while she encourages creativity and nurtures growth.   

Most recently serving as Chef de Cuisine at Otra Vez in New Orleans’ South Market

District, Guzman executed her craft under the direction of Michelin-recognized chef

Akhtar Nawab at his lively Mexican restaurant concept. At Otra Vez, Guzman was

responsible for overseeing back-of-house operations including staff training, leadership,

management and daily kitchen processes. Prior to relocating to New Orleans, Guzman

held a series of positions in one of the nation’s most recognizable “foodie” cities,

Chicago. In Chicago, Guzman was Executive Chef at the multi-unit noodle bar RAMEN-

SAN where she opened a new location along North Green Street. Guzman also was on

the kitchen teams behind Chicago restaurants like RPM Italian and C Chicago. 

Guzman has a degree in Culinary Arts from The Illinois Institute of Art. 


